The detection of positive Darwinian selection affecting protein-coding genes remains a topic of great interest and importance. The ''branch-site'' test is designed to detect localized episodic bouts of positive selection that affect only a few amino acid residues on particular lineages and has been shown to have reasonable power and low false-positive rates for a wide range of selection schemes. Previous simulations examining the performance of the test, however, were conducted under idealized conditions without insertions, deletions, or alignment errors. As the test is sometimes used to analyze divergent sequences, the impact of indels and alignment errors is a major concern. Here, we used a recently developed indelsimulation program to examine the false-positive rate and power of the branch-site test. We find that insertions and deletions do not cause excessive false positives if the alignment is correct, but alignment errors can lead to unacceptably high false positives. Of the alignment methods evaluated, PRANK consistently outperformed MUSCLE, MAFFT, and ClustalW, mostly because the latter programs tend to place nonhomologous codons (or amino acids) into the same column, producing shorter and less accurate alignments and giving the false impression that many amino acid substitutions have occurred at those sites. Our examination of two previous studies suggests that alignment errors may impact the analysis of mammalian and vertebrate genes by the branch-site test, and it is important to use reliable alignment methods.
Introduction
The nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution rate ratio (x) can be used to measure the selective pressure on the protein. A ratio x , 1 indicates purifying selection acting to preserve the amino acid sequence, whereas a neutrally evolving sequence will exhibit x % 1, and x . 1 represents positive selection driving the fixation of amino acid changes.
Many methods have been developed that aim to detect positive selection that affects specific lineages (Messier and Stewart 1997; Zhang and Kumar 1997; Yang 1998) or a subset of sites Suzuki and Gojobori 1999; , but both approaches may lack power. In the branch test, positive selection is detected on the branch only if x averaged over all sites is significantly greater than 1, and similarly, the site test will detect positive selection only if the x ratio averaged over all branches on the tree is greater than 1. As a result, both tests have generally been superseded by more powerful tests that are designed to detect episodic positive selection that affects only a few amino acid residues on a few lineages (Yang and Nielsen 2002; Guindon et al. 2004; Yang et al. 2005) . The original branch-site test (Yang and Nielsen 2002 ) was found to generate excessive false positives when model assumptions were violated (Zhang 2004 ). However, a modified version ) was found to have reasonable power and an acceptable false-positive rate under a variety of selection schemes (see Zhang et al. 2005 and below) . This modified test has been widely used, for example, to investigate the adaptive evolution of genes underlying schizophrenia (Crespi et al. 2007 ) and possible positive selection affecting human disease genes .
Although previous studies noted that different alignment methods may lead to different conclusions concerning detection of positively selected sites (Wong et al. 2008) and that alignment problems as well as poor sequence quality can cause spurious detection of positive selection by the branch-site test (Schneider et al. 2009; Mallick et al. 2010) , the effects of insertions, deletions, and alignment errors on the branch-site test have not been systematically examined. In this paper, we use the recently developed simulation program INDELible (Fletcher and Yang 2009 ) to generate data sets under codon models incorporating indels to examine the performance of the test. The study is an update of Zhang et al. (2005) . The effect of indels is examined by analysis of the true alignments and the effect of alignment errors by analysis of alignments generated using alignment programs, including PRANK Goldman 2005, 2008) , MUSCLE (Edgar 2004) , MAFFT (Katoh and Toh 2008) , and ClustalW (Larkin et al. 2007 ).
Material and Methods
The Branch-Site Test of Positive Selection
We refer the reader to the original papers (Yang and Nielsen 2002; Yang et al. 2005) for further details of the branch-site test of positive selection. The model assumes that the branches on the phylogeny are divided a priori into foreground branches where some sites may be under positive selection and background branches where positive selection is absent. The model assumes four site classes (table 1) . Site class 0 (with proportion p 0 ) includes codons that evolve under purifying selection on all lineages, with 0 , x 0 , 1. Site class 1 (with proportion p 1 ) includes codons that evolve neutrally throughout the tree, with x 1 5 1. Codons in site classes 2a and 2b (with proportion 1 À p 0 À p 1 ) are under positive selection on the foreground branches, with x 2 . 1, but are conserved or neutral on the background branches. The model involves four parameters in the x distribution that are estimated from the data: p 0 , p 1 , x 0 , and x 2 . This branch-site model is the alternative hypothesis in the likelihood ratio test (LRT), and the null hypothesis is the same model but with x 2 5 1 fixed.
If the null hypothesis is true, twice the difference in loglikelihood between the two models (2D') should follow an asymptotic distribution that is a 50:50 mixture of point mass 0 and v 2 1 , with critical values of 2.71 and 5.41 at the 5% and 1% levels, respectively (e.g., Self and Liang 1987) . We follow Zhang et al. (2005) If the null hypothesis is rejected, a Bayes empirical Bayes (BEB) approach can be used to calculate the posterior probabilities that each site has evolved under positive selection on the foreground lineages .
Computer Simulation
INDELible (Fletcher and Yang 2009 ) was used to generate both the unaligned sequences and the true alignment. For easy comparison we followed Zhang et al. (2005) and used the two rooted trees ( fig. 1 ). One branch on the tree is designated the foreground branch, whereas the others are the background branches. The transition/transversion rate ratio is fixed at j 5 4. Different from Zhang et al. (2005) , the number of replicates used is 1,000 (instead of 200), the root sequence length is 300 codons (instead of 200), and the number of sites in each site class is random instead of being fixed. The stationary codon frequencies are those calculated from the base compositions at the three codon positions in a data set of five a and b mammalian globin gene sequences (data set abglobin.nuc in PAML; Yang 2007) .
As in Zhang et al. (2005) , the simulation model assumes ten site classes. The foreground branch always uses selection scheme X, whereas the background branches use one of schemes X, Y, Z, U, or V (table 2) . The x values for site classes under the different selection schemes are listed in table 2. Schemes X, Y, and Z do not allow any sites under positive selection with x . 1, whereas schemes U and V do. Scheme X assumes some neutral sites (with x 5 1), and other sites subject to varying degrees of negative selection (with x , 1). Scheme Y represents a partial relaxation of functional constraints where some sites have higher x values than in scheme X. In scheme Z, all sites have x 5 1, representing a complete relaxation of functional constraints. This is a very unrealistic scheme for any functional protein but is included partly because it may cause the test to generate false positives. In scheme U, some sites that experienced purifying selection in scheme X become positively selected, whereas scheme V differs from scheme X in a more complicated manner with some sites having lower x and some having higher x.
The molecular clock (rate constancy) holds for the synonymous substitution rate in both trees. In this study, as in Zhang et al. (2005) , branch lengths are defined as the number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (d S ). For example, each branch in tree I represents about 10% of divergence at synonymous sites and, for the background 
NOTE.-This model is the alternative hypothesis for the branch-site test of positive selection. The null model is the same except x 2 5 1 is fixed.
Tree II , where N and S are the proportions of nonsynonymous and synonymous sites with S % 0.3 when j 5 4 (see fig. 3 of Yang and Nielsen 1998) , and x 5 0.5 is the average x for the background scheme X. Therefore, for example, when a branch length of d S 5 0.1 is quoted in this paper, we have used t 5 0.195 in INDELible. For simulations that included indels, the rates of insertion and deletion were set to be equal (k I 5 k D ), and the ratio of substitutions to indels was similar to estimates in the literature, with k S /(k I þ k D ) 5 10 (e.g., Ogurtsov et al. 2004) . A geometric distribution was used to model insertion and deletion lengths, with parameter q 5 1 À p 5 0.35 chosen as it was deemed an adequate fit to published data on indels for protein-coding sequences in mammalian genomes (e.g., Taylor et al. 2004 ). The mean of this distribution is 1/p 5 1.54 codons, and the standard deviation is ffiffi ffi q p =p50:91.
A random DNA sequence of 300 codons was generated at the root of the tree, by sampling from the stationary distribution and from the site classes specified in the x scheme. The sequence is then ''evolved'' along the branches of the tree by simulating insertions and deletions, as well as substitutions. To preserve the reading frame, only insertions and deletions of whole codons are allowed. When new codons are inserted, they are assigned to one of the ten site classes at random. INDELible records the insertions and deletions that occurred on the tree, generating the sequences for the tips of the tree as well as the true alignment.
The sequences at the tips of the tree are aligned using the default options of the programs PRANK (version 081202; Löytynoja and Goldman 2005) , MAFFT (version 6.716; Katoh and Toh 2008), MUSCLE (versions 3.7 and 4; Edgar 2004) , and ClustalW (version 2.0.11; Larkin et al. 2007) . The guide tree is calculated by those programs, and we did not provide the true tree to the alignment program as this option is not often available in real data analysis. To avoid out-of-frame indels, the codon sequences were translated into amino acid sequences, aligned, and then ''back translated'' into codon alignments. In addition, we used PRANK's ''codon'' option that uses the empirical codon model (ECM; Kosiol et al. 2007 ) to directly align the codon sequences although preserving the reading frame. This shall be referred to as PRANK (codon), with PRANK (aa) referring to the amino acid-based alignment.
The aligned codon sequences were analyzed using codeml from the PAML package (Yang 2007) . Besides the estimated alignments, we also analyzed the true alignments. This allows us to evaluate the impact of insertions and deletions (in the true alignments) separately from that of alignment errors. Alignment gaps are either removed or kept. In the latter case, they are treated as missing data. The correct tree topology and correct identification of the foreground branches was assumed. The branch lengths on the unrooted tree were estimated by maximum likelihood without assuming the molecular clock. Then LRTs were performed at the 5% significance level, as described earlier. Analysis of each data set was conducted three times, with different initial values used for the numerical optimization to guard against codeml getting stuck in local maxima. In ;98% of data sets, all three analyses produced identical log-likelihood values, whereas in the remaining cases, the largest log-likelihood value was used in the LRT.
Measures of Alignment Quality
In order to investigate the effect of alignment errors on the branch-site test, we used two measures of alignment accuracy: the total column score (TC) and the sum of pairs score (SPS). TC is the proportion of columns from the true alignment that are reproduced exactly in the test alignment, and SPS is the proportion of aligned codon pairs from the true alignment that are also aligned together in the test alignment (Thompson et al. 1999) . TC is more stringent than SPS. For the true alignment, TC 5 SPS 5 1.
Results and Discussion

False-Positive Rate of the Branch-Site Test under Models of Relaxed Constraints
We investigated the false-positive rate of the test when the data were simulated using one of schemes X, Y, or Z as the foreground scheme (table 2). The background scheme was always X. Thus, the data were generated without positive selection, but the null hypothesis of the test is violated because the selection scheme is more complex than assumed by the null model. Note that the branch-site model is designed to test whether any residues in the protein experienced positive selection along the foreground branches (with x . 1) and is not intended to infer the detailed selection scheme on every branch or to estimate the x ratio for every site and every branch. The latter task is hardly achievable due to lack of information in typical data sets (cf., Guindon et al. 2004) .
We analyzed the data first with alignment gaps treated as missing data and then with gaps removed. The results are presented in table 3. The first set of analyses (column headed ''No Indels'') was conducted on data sets generated without indels in order to establish a baseline by which we could evaluate the effects of indels and alignment errors. The false-positive rate ranged from 0 to 4%, all below the nominal 5%. The results are similar to those of Zhang et al. (2005) , even though there are differences in the two simulation experiments (in the number of codons, in codon usage frequencies, and in the use of fixed vs. random number of sites in each site class). A second set of analyses was conducted on the true alignments of data generated with indels (column headed ''True Alignment''). The falsepositive rate was also low, at 0-4%. Next, we analyzed the estimated alignments. The false-positive rates were 2-13% for PRANK (codon), 4-29% for PRANK (aa), 7-65% for MAFFT, 17-58% for MUSCLE v4, 9-73% for MUSCLE Effect of Indels on Test of Positive Selection · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq115 Zhang et al. (2005) . d In these schemes there were insertions only (with no deletions). e In these schemes there were deletions only (with no insertions). f FGB b is not under positive selection (scheme X) but the two neighboring internal branches are both under positive selection with scheme V. g FGB b is not under positive selection (scheme X) but all three neighboring branches (two internal and one terminal) are under positive selection with scheme V.
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v3.7, and 12-100% for ClustalW. Finally, another set of analyses was performed on the same alignments after removing columns that contained gaps (using the cleandata option in codeml). With this approach, the false-positive rates were 0-6% for the true alignments and 2-10% for PRANK (codon), 3-21% for PRANK (aa), 6-45% for MAFFT, 11-46% for MUSCLE v4, 8-53% for MUSCLE v3.7, and 10-99% for ClustalW.
The results indicate that insertions and deletions do not cause the branch-site test to generate excessive false positives if the alignment is correct: The false-positive rates were at or below 5% in all cases and were very similar for the data generated with and without indels. However, false positives were often unacceptably high when the alignments were generated using the alignment programs. PRANK (codon) consistently produces the lowest false positives, PRANK (aa) tends to produce the second lowest false positives, with the two versions of MUSCLE and MAFFT coming in third, fourth, and fifth (none being clearly superior), and ClustalW generally performing worst. PRANK was the only method that had any false-positive rates below 5%. Compared with the true alignment, PRANK has room for improvement.
We conducted two simulations to investigate the robustness of the branch-site test to more complex variations in the x ratio across lineages in the tree. We tested whether the branch-site test would be misled to produce false positives, in the presence of indels, when the foreground branch is not under positive selection but is surrounded in the phylogeny by background branches that are under positive selection. As in Zhang et al. (2005) , we used tree II with foreground branch b and foreground scheme X. All other branches are background branches evolving under scheme X, except for the two internal branches adjacent to branch b that evolved under scheme V (table 2). In the second simulation, all three branches neighboring branch b evolved under scheme V. With the true alignment, the false-positive rate was ;0.01 in both simulations. As in Zhang et al. (2005) , the branch-site test is robust and not misled by positive selection on branches close to the foreground branch of interest, even in the presence of indels and unequal codon frequencies.
Alignment quality is known to be closely related to sequence divergence. To investigate the effect of sequence divergence on the false-positive rate of the test, we kept the indel/substitution rate ratio constant and proportionally decreased the branch lengths in tree I to generate data at different divergence levels, using foreground branch a and foreground scheme X. Figure 2 shows the falsepositive rate and alignment quality plotted against the sequence divergence, measured by the synonymous branch length d S (note that all branches in tree I have the same length). The results when alignment gaps were removed were very similar and thus not shown. For all alignment methods, the false-positive rate decreased and alignment accuracy increased as sequences became less divergent. We also simulated data with insertions but no deletions and with deletions but no insertions. MUSCLE, MAFFT, and ClustalW were found to generate fewer false positives when there were deletions only but more false positives when there were insertions only (table 3) . This result is consistent with the observation that a major problem with programs like ClustalW, MAFFT, and MUSCLE is that they do not deal with insertions properly, penalizing the same insertion event multiple times during the progressive alignment algorithm, although they deal with deletions more or less appropriately (Löytynoja and Goldman 2005) . For PRANK, the pattern was the opposite. At any rate, whether there were deletions or insertions only, PRANK (codon) always had the lowest false positives, PRANK (aa) always came second, and ClustalW had the highest false positives, with MAFFT and the two versions of MUSCLE falling in-between.
Power of the Branch-Site Test in Detecting Positive Selection
To test how often the branch-site test correctly identifies positive selection on the foreground branches, we conducted simulations using either scheme U or V for the foreground branch. Scheme X is always used for the background branches. The results are shown in table 4. Again, use of the true alignments for data with indels produced very similar results to simulations without indels. For tree I, the power was 5-11% for data generated without indels and 4-11% for data with indels (table 4) . Similarly, in tree II, the power was 1-32% without indels and 1-33% Effect of Indels on Test of Positive Selection · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq115 with indels. Although these are relatively low detection rates, it should be noted that the average x across all sites on the foreground branch under both schemes U and V is ,1, and the average x over all branches on the tree is never greater than 1 for any site class. Next, we analyzed the alignments generated with the six alignment methods. The power was 10-67% for PRANK (codon), 12-85% for PRANK (aa), 17-95% for MAFFT, 21-93% for MUSCLE v4, 20-94% for MUSCLE v3.7, and 22-100% for ClustalW. If the gaps were removed, the power became 1-26% for the true alignments, 6-49% for PRANK (codon), 10-74% for PRANK (aa), 12-85% for MAFFT, 16-82% for MUSCLE v4, 12-84% for MUSCLE v3.7, and 17-99% for ClustalW. Thus, methods that had high false positives when there was no positive selection also had high true positives when there was positive selection. The conflicts between the accuracy and power of the test are considered in the next section, but in the rest of this section, we mainly focus on the true alignments and PRANK alignments.
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We investigated the effect of sequence divergence on the power of the test. This was done in the same manner as in figure 2 except that we now use scheme U in place of scheme X for the foreground branch. The results are shown in figure S1 (Supplementary Material online). Power decreased and alignment accuracy increased as sequences became less divergent.
It may be expected that the method should be able to infer recent substitutions more reliably than ancient ones, and therefore it should be harder to detect positive selection on branches deeper in the phylogeny. This intuition appears to be correct for both schemes on both trees-in tree I the power is higher for branch c than for branch b, and in tree II the power is higher for branch c than for branch b, and higher for branch b than for branch a. However, the length of the foreground branch had a much greater effect-the branch-site test had greater power for branch a, the deepest branch in tree I, than for either of the shorter and more recent branches b and c, and in tree II, the test had much greater power for the longer branch d than for any of the shorter branches a, b, and c.
To investigate the effect of foreground branch length, we performed further simulations with the length of branch b in tree II increased from 0.05 to 0.15 or 0.45. Under these conditions, the power of the test increased by 2-to 7-fold over the different alignments. When the foreground branch becomes too long, we would expect the power to decrease because of saturation of substitutions. Furthermore, we expect the power to increase when the same sites are under positive selection on several branches. To test this, we applied the same selection scheme to branches c and d on tree II and identified both as foreground branches when running codeml. Power was substantially higher than when c or d alone was the foreground branch (table 4) for both the true alignment and the PRANK (codon) alignment.
We also expect the power to be higher if the positive selection is stronger (with higher x ratios) or if more sites are under positive selection. This was indeed the case. We conducted two sets of simulations using tree II, foreground branch b (with length 0.15), and foreground scheme V to examine such effects. In the first set, we increased the x ratios for site classes 3 and 5 from 2 and 4 to 4 and 8, respectively (table 2). For the true alignment, power increased by more than 3-fold, whereas for the estimated alignments, the increase was 13-68%. In the second set of simulations, we increased the length of the root sequence from 300 to 900 codons, with three times as much data as before. For the true alignment, power increased more than 2-fold, with similar increases for PRANK.
Which Alignment Method is Best for Detecting Positive Selection?
A commonly used procedure for evaluating a test is the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plot. An example is shown in figure 3 for simulations using branch a on tree I as the foreground branch. Scheme X was used for the foreground to calculate the false-positive rate, and U was used to calculate the true positive rate. Schemes X and U differ only in the positively selected site classes and can thus be used for a fair comparison. ROC curves that bulge toward the top left corner indicate a good predictor. It has been suggested that the area under the ROC curve (AUC) can be used as a summary to measure the performance of a method (Ling et al. 2003) . Note that AUC 5 0.5 for random guess and AUC 5 1 for a ''perfect'' method that makes no mistakes. We calculated the AUC for each alignment method and foreground branch combination using the trapezoidal method of Hanley and McNeil (1983) . The results are shown in table S1 (Supplementary Material online) .
For the true alignment, AUC was smaller when gaps were removed than when they were kept, regardless of the tree or foreground branch. This is consistent with the expectation ROC curves for the true alignment and the six alignment methods, when using foreground branch a and tree I. The falsepositive rate is generated under foreground scheme X, and the true positive rate is generated under foreground scheme U.
Effect of Indels on Test of Positive Selection · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq115 MBE that given the correctness of the alignment, removing gap columns amounts to reducing the amount of data available. For the estimated alignments, one aim of removing gaps is to reduce the alignment errors and the false positives of the test. However, it had this effect in only 6 of the 42 combinations of alignment method, tree, and foreground branch (twice for ClustalW and once for each of Muscle v4, MAFFT, and the two PRANK variations). Removing gaps before applying the branch-site test was thus ineffective in reducing alignment errors or false positives.
We thus focus on the left part of table S1 (Supplementary Material online), where gaps were kept. For tree I, the average AUC values were 0.63 for the true alignment, 0.62 for PRANK (codon), 0.61 for PRANK (aa), 0.60 for the two versions of Muscle, 0.59 for MAFFT, and 0.55 for ClustalW. For tree II, they were 0.63 for the true alignment, 0.63 for PRANK (codon), 0.61 for PRANK (aa), 0.60 for MAFFT and Muscle v3.7, 0.58 for Muscle v4, and 0.57 for ClustalW. The AUC values thus indicated that PRANK (codon) was the superior alignment method among those tested, followed by PRANK (aa), MAFFT, and Muscle, with ClustalW to be the poorest.
We consider the false detection of positive selection (false positive) to be a more serious error than a failure to detect positive selection (false negative) and suggest that a test with excessive false positives (with rate .20%, say) be avoided in real data analysis. With this viewpoint, the differences among the methods look even greater than suggested by the AUC values. For example, only PRANK had the false-positive rate under control in some data sets (table 3) , but even PRANK leaves room for improvement. The rankings of the alignment methods are nevertheless the same whether we use the false positives or the AUC values.
Performance of BEB in Identifying Positively Selected Sites
When the branch-site test of positive selection is significant, the BEB procedure ) can be used to calculate the posterior probability that a particular codon belongs to the class of positive selection. A codon with a high posterior probability is likely to have been evolving under positive selection on the foreground branches. We calculated the average frequency at which a codon was identified as being under positive selection using 95% or 99% cutoffs. We analyzed only the true alignments because alignment errors cause sites from different classes to be aligned together, making the calculations difficult. We only performed the BEB analysis on data sets in which the LRT was significant at the 5% level.
If BEB is conservative when evaluated under the Frequentist criterion (see Yang et al. 2005) , one would expect the false positives to occur less than 5% of the time at the 95% cutoff and less than 1% of the time at the 99% cutoff. This was found to be true for data sets generated with indels, and with no positive selection (table 3), in 45 of 46 cases.
For the 23 cases where data sets were generated without indels, and under selection schemes X, Y, or Z, the falsepositive rates were sometimes higher-at 6-7% for two cases at the 95% cutoff and 1-2% for five cases at the 99% cutoff. For all simulations with positive selection (table 4), the false-positive rate was very low (,0.1% at both cutoffs). However, the power of BEB in detecting positively selected codons was also very low, at 1% in all but one case.
Alignment Accuracy
The selection schemes and root sequence length had little effect on alignment accuracy. Thus, we averaged over the simulation conditions and present the results for each tree (table 5) . The alignment accuracy is in the order PRANK (codon) . PRANK (aa) . MUSCLE v4 & MUSCLE v3.7 & MAFFT . ClustalW (table 5) . This is the case for both trees and for all different simulation conditions (results not shown). This ranking was observed in ;100% (TC) and 88% (SPS) of the replicates for tree I and 87% (TC) and 43% (SPS) of the replicates for tree II. PRANK (codon) was clearly the best among the alignment methods examined here on most data sets. MAFFT was better than MUSCLE in most cases, but the relative performance of the two versions of MUSCLE was less clear. On average, TC judged MUSCLE v3.7 as better on tree I but worse on tree II, whereas SPS scored the two methods very similarly for both trees (table 5) . It is noted that MUSCLE v4 is experimental. Overall, the order of alignment accuracy is exactly the opposite of the order for the false-positive rate discussed before.
To understand the nature of the alignment errors, we simulated data sets similarly to figure 2 but kept the substitution rate k S constant although increasing the indel rate k I þ k D (with k I 5 k D ). We then calculated the average alignment length and the average number of distinct codons in a column after removal of columns with gaps. Programs MAFFT, MUSCLE, and ClustalW produced much shorter alignments than the true alignments, whereas PRANK alignments were of similar lengths (results not shown). The number of distinct codons in a column is shown in figure 4 . This ranges from 1 to 16 for our data Löytynoja and Goldman (2005) that the main problem with those poor alignment methods is that they place nonhomologous codons (amino acids) into the same column. As such alignment errors remain after gaps are removed, the strategy of removing gaps to reduce the false-positive rate of the test is ineffective (table 3) . The nature of the alignment errors as discussed above suggests that the site models may be similarly affected by alignment errors, although site models are not examined in this paper. The impact of the alignment errors on the branch model (Yang 1998) appears to be more complex and may depend on the location of the foreground branch in the tree or whether errors are introduced when sequences on one side of the foreground branch are aligned against sequences on the other side.
The ECM (Kosiol et al. 2007 ) underlying PRANK (codon) was derived from the PANDIT database (Whelan et al. 2006) , which has an average x of 0.192 (Kosiol et al. 2007 ). Thus, PRANK (codon) should be more successful at aligning codons under selective constraint than those under positive selection. Similar bias may be expected for Prank (aa), MAFFT, MUSCLE, and ClustalW as they use empirical amino acid substitution/exchange matrices derived from large databases dominated by purifying selection. Furthermore, conserved amino acids correspond to less variable codons that are easy to align. In sum, codons under positive selection or under weak constraint are expected to be most prone to alignment errors. This prediction was found true for all six alignment methods. For example, figure 5 shows the alignment accuracy for codons in different site classes of scheme X for tree I for PRANK (codon). Codons in site classes with lower x ratios were aligned more accurately. The background x ratios had far greater effects on alignment quality than the foreground x ratios. However, for a given site class with the same background x ratio, alignment quality was slightly better for lower foreground x ratios.
Recently, Hall (2008) suggested that a measure of ''consistency'' known as the Heads-or-Tails (HoT) score (Landan and Graur 2007) had a direct correlation with alignment accuracy and that it can be used to choose between alignments produced by different methods. The HoT score is the proportion of columns shared between the ''Heads'' alignment, generated from the original sequences, and the ''Tails'' alignment, generated from the reversed sequences. On our data, the HoT score chose MUSCLE v4 as the best method 93% of the time, whereas TC consistently favored PRANK (codon). This discrepancy appears to be due to the fact that PRANK breaks ties at random, whereas MUSCLE v4 makes the same choices so that alignment errors are consistent. We do not recommend the HoT score as a measure of alignment quality.
Implications for Past Studies of Positive Selection
What levels of sequence divergences may cause serious alignment errors and false detection of positive selection? To get a rough idea about this question, we examined two recent studies of positive selection using the branch-site test, one using five mammalian species (human, chimp, dog, mouse, and rat) ) and the other using a broader range of vertebrate species (five fishes, the Xenopus frog, the chicken, and at least four mammals) (Studer et al. 2008) . Both studies used MUSCLE v3 to construct the alignments and both removed columns with gaps before applying the branchsite test. Although, Studer et al. realigned some of their genes using MAFFT and obtained highly similar results, we note that consistency between MAFFT and MUSCLE was not a good indication for high alignment quality in our simulations.
The MUSCLE alignments for the 3,081 mammalian genes were provided by Vamathevan J (personal communication). The gene sequences were realigned using PRANK (codon), and both sets of alignments were analyzed using the branch-site test, with the human or chimpanzee lineages designated as the foreground branch. Following Vamathevan et al. (2008) , we used the 5% significance level and the Bonferronni correction for multiple testing (Anisimova and Yang 2007) . The initial analysis of Vamathevan et al. identified 69 (2.2%) and 354 (11.5%) genes under positive selection on the human and chimpanzee lineages, respectively (Vamathevan 2008, , table 1). These counts are much smaller than from the original MUSCLE alignments but are still much higher than those from the PRANK (codon) alignments. The MUSCLE alignments for the 767 vertebrate genes were downloaded from http://bioinfo.unil.ch/supdata /Singleton.html (Studer et al. 2008) . Both the original alignments and the PRANK (codon) realignments were analyzed using the branch-site test, with three foreground branches considered: the mammal lineage, the euteleosts lineage, or the bony vertebrate lineage. Studer et al. (2008) used the 1% significance level and identified 8%, 25%, and 31% of genes to be under positive selection along the three branches. Our reanalysis of the same original alignments produced 8%, 24%, and 30%. The counts were 6%, 16%, and 18% from analysis of the PRANK (codon) alignments.
Those comparisons suggest that mammalian and vertebrate gene sequences are divergent enough for the impact of alignment errors on the branch-site test to be a real concern. This conclusion is consistent with the results of Schneider et al. (2009) and Mallick et al. (2010) . Many past studies detecting positive selection in divergent genes may benefit from a reanalysis using alignments generated from a more reliable method such as PRANK (codon).
Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the accuracy and robustness of the branch-site test in the presence of insertions, deletions, and alignment errors. Our results obtained from analyses of the true alignments suggested that indels have little effect on the performance of the branch-site test. In the presence of indels, the test is still robust to violation of model assumptions such as the existence of more than three site classes, more than one site class evolving under positive selection, or more than one kind of background branches. The BEB method for detecting positively selected sites was noted to have low false positives under such conditions.
Our study highlighted the importance of alignment quality to detection of positive selection using the branch-site test. In particular, most current alignment programs tend to place nonhomologous codons (or amino acids) in the same column, misleading the test into claiming excessive amino acid changes at those sites. Removing alignment gaps helped to reduce false positives only slightly. We found that PRANK was superior to MAFFT, MUSCLE, and ClustalW. In particular, PRANK (codon) produced the most accurate alignments, with the lowest falsepositive rates. Nevertheless, even PRANK (codon) does not have the false-positive rate under control. It is hard to imagine tests of positive selection that are tolerant of gross alignment errors, and we suggest that it may be more profitable to try and improve current alignment algorithms. Figure S1 and table S1 are available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online (http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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